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Spectroscopy separates light along an energy axis, 
revealing the electronic structure of atoms in the source

energy

“A spectrum is worth a 
thousand pictures”

- Unknown Astrophysicist

3p-2s

2p-1s

Since each ion of each element has 
a unique spectroscopic “fingerprint,” 
and these are sensitive to plasma 

environments, spectroscopy can be 
an incredibly rich source of 

information.



Spectroscopy gives us windows into unfamiliar worlds
at many scales

Spectroscopy provides powerful tools for understanding High Energy Density Physics:
• X-ray binaries: “fingerprints” shift under strong gravitational fields 
• Lab Astro: benchmark atomic and transport models (Cho/GO08-07 & etc Tuesday am)
• Magnetized Inertial Fusion (Knapp/BO10-11 Mon. am & Harding/CO09-11 Mon. pm)
• Atoms at extreme pressures: changes in electronic structure (Hentschel/TO06-04 Th am)

Atoms in exotic 
environmentsAstrophysics Laboratory fusion plasmas



X-ray binaries are dynamic systems, difficult to resolve & 
interpret via direct imaging

https://www.eso.org/public/ESA, NASA, and Felix Mirabel - Hubble Site

Composition? 
Temperature?
Density?
Gravity?

Artist’s conception Actual image



Emission lines from photoionized infalling matter fill in details 
about composition, conditions & gravity

Schroedinger and Dirac equations provide 
accurate atomic structure, but in complex plasma 
environments, that’s not the whole story: 
we need atomic kinetics & transport

We can compare observed ”fingerprints” 
from photoionized Si to benchmark ion-trap 
data and use red shifts to determine gravity

Radiative 
decay

Photoionization

b lines

a lines



Benchmark laboratory experiments allow us to test 
photoionization kinetics and rad transport models

See Cho et al, GO08-07 Tuesday am
& Loisel et al., PRL, 119, (2017) N
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High-res spectra from well-characterized samples 
with various optical depths guide improvements in 
atomic kinetics & astrophysical rad transport models



ICF plasmas are small& short-lived, difficult to resolve & 
interpret via direct imaging & integrated yields

E. HardingC. Jennings

Temperature?
Density?
Gradients?
Mix?

Simulation Experimental image Model of stagnation with 
hot D2 = Kr core, “warm” mix layer, 
cool dense Be liner (with Fe)



photon energy

X-ray spectrum E.C. Harding et al., Rev. Sci. Inst. 86, 043504 (2015)

Inertial confinement fusion plasmas are small and short-lived, 
difficult to resolve and diagnose via imaging

Image

Cold Ka Fe photoionized 
fluorescence from liner

Warm Fe emission 
from mix layer

Bright continuum from hot core

K-shell Kr lines 
from hot core



Thermal X-ray emission from core and mixed layer gives 
temperatures & densities in hot core and mix layers

Kr fuel dopant:
Te

core = 2.7 keV
ne

core = 1x1023 e/cc
Thermal 
X-rays

Fe liner impurity:
Te

mix = 1.6 keV
ne

mix = 2x1023 e/cc



Core X-rays also photoionize shell impurities, giving rise to 
absorption and fluorescence features that reveal liner conditions

K-edge absorption shape follows model-
independent Fermi distribution

Dorchies et al PRB 92, 085117 (2015)

fluorescence 
X-rays

absorbed 
X-rays

Fe liner impurity:
Te

liner = 10 eV
rRliner = 0.75 g/cm2

rliner= 15 g/cm3

ne
liner = 2x1024 e/

cc



Core X-rays also photoionize shell impurities, giving rise to 
absorption and fluorescence features that reveal liner conditions

K-edge absorption strength gives rRliner

(model-insensitive for T < 1 keV)
Hansen et al, Phys Plas 2018

fluorescence 
X-rays

absorbed 
X-rays

Fe liner impurity:
Te

liner = 10 eV
rRliner = 0.75 g/cm2

rliner= 15 g/cm3

ne
liner = 2x1024 e/cm3

 EFermi = 53 eV

absorbed 
X-rays



An intriguing redshift was observed in the Kb line 

fluorescence 
X-rays

Fe liner impurity:
Te

liner = 10 eV
rRliner = 0.75 g/cm2

rliner= 15 g/cm3

ne
liner = 2x1024 e/cm3

 EFermi = 53 eV

12 eV

The Kb redshift cannot be explained by 
calibration, Doppler shifts, optical 

depth, gravity  or ionization.

absorbed 
X-rays



To explain the Kb red shift, we need to solve the Schrodinger 
equation in a potential that includes dense plasma effects

• We use a self-consistent DFT-based ion 
sphere model with fully quantum electrons 
& ion correlations to incorporate plasma 
effects

• We know that when electrons are 
removed (ionization) Kb shifts to the blue 
(higher energy)

• We find that when electrons are added 
(through compression) that Kb shifts to 
the red (lower energy)

Modeled electron & ion distributions



Modeled spectra (dashed) vs. measured (solid)

6380 6392 6404

Ka1

Ka2

The self-consistent model gives remarkable agreement with 
K-edge, Ka, and Kb shifts measured in the MagLIF experiments

-1 eV

-1 eV

S. Hansen, E. Harding et al, HEDP 24, 39 (2017)

High-res spectra guide 
improvements in fundamental 

atomic-scale models 



Spectroscopy gives us windows into unfamiliar worlds, 
linking the very small to the very large; the foundational 
to the practical

Atoms in exotic 
environmentsAstrophysics Laboratory fusion plasmas



Thank you! 
And thanks to collaborators and funding sources:

MagLIF: Eric Harding, Chris Jennings, Pat Knapp, Matt Gomez 
Astro: Patty Cho, Guillaume Loisel, Jim Bailey, Thomas Gomez, Tai Nagayama

Theory: Thomas Hentschel, Andrew Baczewski, Alina Kononov, Attila Cangi

Funded by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science Early Career Research Program, 
Office of Fusion Energy Sciences under FWP-14-017426

And Sandia LDRD program

Suggested talks:
• Lab Astro: benchmark atomic and transport models (Cho/GO08-07 & etc Tuesday am)
• Magnetized Inertial Fusion (Knapp/BO10-11 Mon. am & Harding/CO09-11 Mon. pm
• + Review talk by Paul Schmit on Friday morning)
• Atoms at extreme pressures: changes in electronic structure (Hentschel/TO06-04 Th am)
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The Kb redshift offers a clear signature of high density;
it cannot be explained by ionization or other pedestrian effects 

1. M.F. Gu, Ap J 590 1131, (2003)    2. D.A. Liberman, et al, Phys. Rev. A 50, 171 (1994)   3. S. Hansen et al PRE 72 036408 (2005) 

• Isolated-ion calculations universally predict Kb blue 
shifts for Fe under ionization – independent of 
configuration interaction, Hartree-Fock corrections, 
or relativistic effects.

Such Ka redshifts and Kb blue shifts have 
been observed in electron-driven fluorescence 
spectra: Aglitskii et al, J. Phys. B 15, 2001 (1982)

• Doppler shifts from bulk liner motion (10 cm/ms) are 
< 2 eV, and would affect Ka and Kb equally

• Fluorescence lines are optically thin at T < 20 eV, 
so preferential absorption cannot produce “shift”

• Spectrometer energy calibration is confirmed to 
+/- 1 eV by thermal lines & Manson source spectra

1. FAC (MCDF)
2. LIMBO (RSCF)
3. AA (NRSCF)

Kb

Ka

photon energy
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DFT-based quantum calculations* predict the response of 
electronic structure to extreme plasma environments
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*Hansen et al PRE (2005) and optional NPA extension based on C. Starrett and D. Saumon, HEDP 10, 35 (2014)

Increasing densities enhance degeneracy, increase the Fermi energy, and create quasi-bound resonances in the continuum. 
Increasing temperatures broaden the Fermi edge.
Increases in both temperature and density increase the ion charge.

Z* = 0
G = 0

Z* = 2
G = 40
Efermi = 11 eV

Z* = 4.5
G = 35
Efermi = 53 eV


